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Abstract
The positioning accuracy of computer numerical control machines tools and manufacturing
systems is affected by structural deformations, especially for large sized systems. Structural deformations
of the machine body are difficult to model and to predict. Researchs for the direct measurement of the
amount of deformation and its compensation are farly limited in domestic and overseas, not involved to
calculate the amount of deformation compensation. A new method to compensate large deformation
caused by self-weight was presented in the paper. First of all, the compensation method is summarized.
Then, static force analysis was taken on the large grinding machine through APDL (ANSYS Parameter
Design Language). It could automatic extract results and form data files, getting the N points displacement
in the working stroke of mechanical arm. Then, the mathematical model and corresponding flat rectangular
function were established. The conclusion that the new compensation method is feasible was obtained
through the analysis of displacement of N points. Finally, the MATLAB as a tool is used to calculate
compensate amount and the accuracy of the proposed method is proved. Practice shows that the error
caused by large deformatiion compensation method can meet the requirements of grinding.
Keywords： displacement, compensation, APDL
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1. Introduction
As the abrasive belt grinding technique advances, its application range is expanded [12]; however, there are still a lot of problems about the large-scale NC grinding equipment in
processing of large workpiece. The large NC grinding equipment should have a large structure
size for machining large workpieces, but the larger structure size will cause a large deformation
due to its own weight, so this will make it difficult to achieve precision control for the NC grinding
equipment, and the machining accuracy of abrasive ble grinding machine is reduced.

Figure 1. The Structure of Large-scale NC Grinding Equipment
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The large-size NC equipment involved in this paper is a certain type rasp machine, as
shown in Figure 1, grinding 1 head, 2 crossbeam, 3 cross slide, 4 base frame, 5
paralleltranslation mechanism, 6 Rotating Mechanism, 7 suction mechanism, 8 the vertical
column. When the crossbeam move from the intermediate piont to the other end, its own weight
caused by the large torque will lead to a large deformation of crossbeam due to the heavy
weight of high-power abrasive belt grinding head devices. When its 2 and 3 is in the extreme
position, the amount of deformation reached 34mm, so it affects seriously the control accuracy
and polishing precision. In the process of grinding, there are the phenomenons of grinding too
much or too little, grinding surface quality poor, and even burning workpiece.
Structural deformations of the machine body are difficult to model and to predict. The
usual approach is a model-based prediction of structural deformations, which is followed by a
compensation of positioning errors. Reference [3-4] illustrates a different approach in active
error compensation, which exploits a new measurement system able to provide real-time
measurement of the displacement field of a given structural component, without any model
about its dynamic/thermal structural behavior. In references [5], the strategy of evaluation and
compensation method utilize coordinates measuring machine (CMM) as a master gauge
because of its accuracy so that machine operator devote himself to machining and estimator of
accuracy dedicate in measurement.In respect of structural deformation forecasting, support
vector regression trained by particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied to structural
deformation prediction in References [6], and the comparison of the forecasting results of
structural deformation between PSO-SVR and SVR indicates that the forecasting performance
of structural deformation of PSO-SVR is better than that of SVR. In order to enhance the
positioning accuracy, a composite sensor has been designed and tested, which allows direct
and continuous measurement of geometrical deformations on machine structural elements in
References [7].
Therefore, researchs for the direct measurement of the amount of deformation and its
compensation are farly limited in domestic and overseas, not involved to calculate the amount of
deformation compensation [8-16]. This paper presents a new method for the compensation of
large deformation in order to achieve precise positioning.

2. Present the Large-deformation Compensation Method
As Figure 2 is shown, A1 for A point before the deformation of the position, A2 for A
point after deformation position. Therefore, if make A point to A2 point position, A1 point position
is the only one.

Figure 2. The Location of the Before and After Deformation

To realize this method, steps are as follows: First of all, the deformations of the grinding
machine in space N different positions and posture are computed, taking computering the
deformation of the grinding machine in the plane in this paper as an example, and then the
shape function is established, to Calculate the amount of compensation by interpolation
method. Finally, the amount of compensation is introduced into the control program, so that the
compensation of large deformation can be realized.
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3. The Displacement Amount Solving and Data Analysis
ANSYS orders is organized by Ansys Parametric Design Language (APDL) to compile
parameterized user program,to realize parameterization modeling, apply parametric load
acquiring solution, solve the displacement amount, automatic extract solving result, and
generate data files as well as results display after parametric process [17-20].
The emphasis of this paper is to introduce the method for the compensation of large
deformation, so the modeling process and simplification in ANSYS is not discussed in detail.
The model of grinding machine in ANSYS, is show in Figure 3：

Figure 3. The Simplified Diagram of in FEM
The solving procedure： First step, make the cross slide 3 in the extreme position of the
above, and the crossbeam in the leftmost position. The second step, the crossbeam moves right
every 0.2m until the rightmost position. The third step, make the crossbeam and cross slide
move down 0.2m, then calculate the displacement amount of the point A in this position by static
analysis. The fourth step, the crossbeam move left (the negative direction of x-axis) 0.2m each
time until the limit position of the left. The fifth step, the crossbeam and cross slide move down
0.2m; the last step, it repeat the first step to the fifth step until the cross slide in the limit position.
Meanwhile, Ansys software do static analysis in every move, and the value of the point A in the
X and Z direction displacement are calculated. The mobile process of point A in Figure 3.

Figure 4. The Mobile Process of Point A

The data obtained by Ansys shows: (1) the displacement data of the node in each row
(or column) is decreasing in Figure 4, as shown in Figure 5 and 6 ("X-coordinate" and "Z
coordinate" are same as the coordinates in Figure 2); (2) The array obtained by subtracting the
Z-direction displacement amounts of two adjacent nodes in any row or column is decreasing, as
shown in Figure 7 and 8 (the vertical direction represents the values obtained by subtracting the
displacement amounts of two adjacent nodes in row or column, the transverse digital n is the
nth obtained by subtracting the displacement amount of the node in the n+1th from the
displacement amount of the node in the nth); (3) In any row or column in Figure 4, the array
achieved by subtracting the X-direction displacement value of two adjacent nodes is not obvious
on degression, as a result of the small displacement amount of the X-direction (＜0.165mm).
As shown, this (Figure 5, 6, 7, 8) is consistent with the practical experience.
Analysis on Large Deformation Compensation Method for Grinding Machine (Wang Ya-jie)
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Figure 5. The Displacement of the X-direction
(Unit mm)

Figure 6. The Displacement of the Z-direction
(unit mm)

Figure 7. The Value Obtained by Subtracting
the X-direction Displacement of Adjacent
Nodes (Unit mm)

Figure 8. The Value Obtained by Subtracting
the Z-direction Displacement of Adjacent
Nodes (Unit mm)

4. Shape Function
If each position of the point A is regarded as one node and the displacement amount of
the point A is considered as the displacement amount of the node, then these nodes can
constitute a rectangle mesh cells. Rectangular unit 4 Angle point for nodes, the center in the
origin, the side of the rectangular element is parallel to the X, Z axis. Each node 2 displacement
component, so unit were eight degrees of freedom. As shown in Figure 9, circles are nodes.

Figure 9. The Element Mesh

Assume that the deformation is continuous in the element, then the displacement
amount can be represented by the displacement amount of its node (as shown in formula 1),
Displacement has linear change along the unit edge, and the two function change along the
other direction. Its displacement model is:
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Where th
he constant term
t
and the
e coefficient of
o one degre
ee term a1, a
a2, a3, a5, a6,
a a7
reflecct the rigid bo
ody displace
ement and co
onstant straiin, so it can meet the ne
ecessary con
ndition
of co
onvergence; From the th
heory of finite element, the displaccement betw
ween the units on
comm
mon boundarry is continuo
ous too,so th
he entire unit plane are co
ontinuous.
Expressio
on of Unit dissplacement which
w
is through the elem
ment nodal displacement is as
follow
ws:
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are interpolation
expre
essions can be
b obtained as:

functions,

suppose
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th
hat

,

the

5. Co
ompensation
n Function
The pointt A should be
b in the possition of A1 before
b
deform
mation if the
e point A nee
eds to
reach
h the point A2
2.Thus, the compensatio
c
on functions are:
a

Wherre A2_xx、 A2_zz are the
e coordinate
e values of point
p
A in th
he X-directio
on and Z-direction
after deformation, that is Solvved out; and A1_xx、 A1_
_zz the coord
dinate values of point A in the
X-dire
ection and Z-direction be
efore deforma
ation, which is the unkno
own.
Matlab iss a powerful function ma
athematical tools, which can realize data analysiis and
nume
erical calcula
ation. Equations 2, Equa
ation 3 and Equation
E
4 are
a synthesizzed, then so
olve in
one by
b one unit by MATLAB
B. Therefore
e, the compe
ensation qua
antity u of th
he x-direction、 the
comp
pensation qu
uantity v of th
he z-direction and the co
oordinate va
alues A1_xx、 A2_zz of point A
can be
b solved. Th
he result sho
ows that the solution
s
is the only and effective.
e

6. Co
ontrast Veriffication
Arbitrarilly choose eight
e
test po
oints on a straight
s
line, and the methodical errror of
calcu
ulate the amo
ount of defo
ormation betw
ween the ca
alculated defformation am
mount with Matlab
M
and the displacem
ment by Ansyys.
Figure 10 and 11 sh
hows that： th
he error value
e of the X-diirection deformation amo
ount is
less than 0.15mm, and the error value of the Z-diirection defo
ormation amount is less
s than
0.25m
mm.Since this paper is mainly
m
study on the abras
sive belt grin
nder with high
h-speed and
d large
cuttin
ng amount, th
he contacting
g pressure between
b
the contact wheel and workp
piece can be
e quite
high; the carrier of the abrassive grain of the grinding
g belt is constituted by tthe cloth-bas
sed or
Pape
er-based matterial with a certain flexxibility. In ad
ddition, the rubber
r
conta
act wheel an
nd the
adhesive also ha
ave very goo
od elastic efffect; Becaus
se of the defo
ormation am
mount of the clothd or Paper-b
based material and conta
act wheel is large, this method
m
errorr of calculatin
ng the
based
deforrmation amou
unt satisfy th
he requireme
ents of the grrinding.
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Figure 10. The Error Value of the X-direction
Deformation Amount (unit mm)
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Figure 11. The Error Value of the Z-direction
Deformation Amount (unit mm)

7. Conclusion
Due to the large structure size of the large-size grinding equipment, if the stiffness of
the grinding equipment increase, its weight will increase too, therefore, the equipment will be
particularly ponderosity. Through the large deformation compensation method presented in this
paper, calculate the compensation amount in a certain position and posture, and the error is
acceptable, and then the compensation amount is introduced into the control program. So this
method can be able to compensate for the deformation caused by its own weight. However, due
to the finite element analysis has certain error, and needs a number of mesured samples to
ensure the correct results of finite element analysis, so this paper proposes the compensation
method is suitable for the large deformation.
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